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CS4680 1 Introduction to Risk 
Management 
Framework
Lecture/Lab Burke, Karen Schedule TBA by Department3/2
CS4800 1 Directed Study in 
Advanced 
Computer Science
Lecture/Lab Gibson, John Schedule TBA by Department0/2





Schedule TBA by Department3/0
CS4924 1 Seminar Series in 
Computer Science 
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DA3201 1 Strategic Decision 
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DA3883 1 The Rise, 
Transformation and 
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DA4301 1 Fighting Undeclared 
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DA4832 1 Use and Power of 
Messaging, Stories, 
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ECE-Electrical and Computer Engineering
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EO2525 1 Probabilistic 
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GSBPP-Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
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CY3000 1 Introduction to 








































CY4900 1 Research Topics in 
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IO4300 1 Planning and 
Execution of Military 














IO4300 2 Planning and 
Execution of Military 



























IS3301 1 Computer-Based 
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IW3101 1 Military Operations 
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MA1114 1 Single Variable 
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MA2043 1 Introduction to 
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MAE-Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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ME2501 1 Statics Lecture/Lab Adams, 
Christopher
Schedule TBA by Department3/0
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ME4823 1 Cooperative Control 
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MR4240 1 Coastal 
Meteorology
Lecture/Lab Schedule TBA by Department3/1
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NS3011 1 Research and 
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NS3024 1 Introduction to 
International 
Relations








NS3024 2 Introduction to 
International 
Relations
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NS3510 1 Government and 
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NS4080 1 Thesis Proposal Lecture/Lab Weiner, 
Robert
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NS4501 1 Politics, Film and 





























NS4662 1 Seminar on the 










NS4755 1 Strategic Planning 
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NW3275 1 Joint Maritime 









NW3275 2 Joint Maritime 
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NW3275 3 Joint Maritime 









NW3275 4 Joint Maritime 









NW3276 1 Joint Maritime 










NW3276 2 Joint Maritime 










NW3276 3 Joint Maritime 
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NW3276 4 Joint Maritime 










NW3276 5 Joint Maritime 









NW3276 6 Joint Maritime 
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OC4800 1 Advanced Courses 
in Oceanography
Lecture/Lab Chu, Peter Schedule TBA by Department3/0
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OA4801 1 Spreadsheet 
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SE3112 1 Combat Systems 
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SE3813 1 Technical Writing 
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SP-Space Systems Academic Group
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